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Message from the EUSA 
Technical Delegate – 
Chess

Dear players, dear guests!

The game of chess is a noble ancient 

one. It is indeed a sport that teaches 

us many skills and qualities on which 

we can draw in many other areas 

of our lives. Chess requires the 

patience to study carefully what is 

taking place on the board and to take 

responsibility for our actions so that 

we do not make a rash movee, which 

we will later regret. We must be 

aware of our opponents’ strengths 

and weaknesses and try to anticipate 

their strategies.  And, of course, 

having played so many games of 

chess I am sure you have all learnt 

one of life’s most important lessons;  

how to be compassionate in victory 

and gracious in defeat.

Croatia has collected many 

achievements and produced a lot of 

successful chess players.

The Croatian Chess Federation 

has organized many FIDE and 

ECU official competitions and 

numerous international events.  

The EUG 2016 in Zagreb will 

proudly continue that tradition.

I am sure that the participants will 

have a wonderful time in Zagreb and 

I wish them all a great tournament.

Grandmaster Oleksandr Sulypa
EUSA TD Chess
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Message from the OC 
Technical Delegate – 
Chess

Dear students, dear guests,  

welcome to Zagreb! 

We are very glad that a chess 

competition has been included 

in this year’s edition of European 

Universities Games. I am sure the 

competition will grow with each 

passing year as chess is one of the 

most massive sports in the world. 

As a grandmaster and former 

student I am very pleased that you 

are combining studying with playing 

chess. It is a great combination 

since chess improves concentration, 

logical thinking, decision making 

etc., which will surely help you later 

in your career. Our team will try to 

make this event a memorable one!

I wish you a pleasant stay in Zagreb 

and don’t hesitate to ask if you 

have any questions. We are looking 

forward to see you again in Croatia 

in the future, and I am sure you will 

realize Croatia is a country which is 

worth visiting more than once. 

Good luck in the competition!

Grandmaster Alojzije Jankovic 
Technical director 

Fair play 

Fair play is deeply embedded in the 

values of EUSA. The objective of 

promotion and encouragement of 

Fair Play is set already in the statutes 

of EUSA, as part of the core objecti-

ves of the organisation. Partnership 

with the European Fair Play Move-

ment in 2013 proves this even more. 

Since 2007, EUSA announces the best 

gesture of fair play in its sports event 

for the current year and awards the 

winners the special fair play reco-

gnition, Enno Harms Fair Play Award, 

named after the first EUSA President, 

very much devoted to fair play.

During each of the EUSA sporting 

event, the organisers, EUSA repre-

sentatives and technical delegates 

pay special attention to the fair play 

gestures and attitude. At every sports 

event a part of the protocol is the 

oath of the athletes and officials, 

which includes respecting fair-play. 

In some team sports, the athletes 

demonstrating fair play during the 

matches, following the rules and 

pursuing a “clean” game are awarded 

with a fair play recognition already 

during the event. The prestigious 

annual EUSA Enno Harms Fair Play 

Award, though, is awarded to the 

best example of fair play, for the 

individual’s or team’s mentality and 

actions which stand out the most. 

EUSA Executive Committee mem-

bers on its last meeting in a year 

discuss the proposals received from 

all sporting events governed by EUSA 

in that year and select the team or 

individual to receive the annual fair 

play award which is formally han-

ded to them at a special occasion 

– usually at an EUSA Gala event.
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Anti-Doping  
Policy

Doping is not a guarantee of success 

in sport. In fact, its effect is usually the 

opposite. A lot of elite sportsmen and 

sportswomen who did doping got 

caught. As a result, they lost pride and 

were banned for at least 2 years from 

participating in a sport they loved and 

lived for. An even bigger problem of 

doping are the effects on the body.

In elite sports, doping is defined  

as a violation of one or more  

anti-doping rules:

1 Presence of a prohibited 
substance in an athlete’s sample

2 Use or attempted use of a 
prohibited substance or method

3 Refusing to submit sample 
collection after being notified

4 Failure to file athlete whereabouts 
information & missed tests

5 Tampering with any part of 
the doping control process

6 Possession of a prohibited 
substance or method

7 Trafficking a prohibited 
substance or method

8 Administering or attempting to 
administer a prohibited substance 
or method to an athlete

You can find the list of prohibited 

substances and methods on the in-

ternet. It’s updated every year by the 

World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) 

and it’s valid for every sport. You 

should check every substance you are 

taking. Athletes need to completely 

avoid steroids, erythropoietin (EPO), 

stimulants, human growth hormone 

(HGH), marijuana and narcotics, and 

pay special attention also to dietary or 

nutritional supplements.

EUSA is active in Anti-Doping 

promotion, and has been a partner in 

the European Anti-Doping Initiative 

(EADI), project aimed at establishing 

an European-wide Anti-Doping men-

tality in the youth sector by establis-

hing a moral tenor towards concepts 

such as Fair-play, sensitizing and 

raising awareness on all levels of the 

complex social environment surro-

unding the doping problematic and 

implementing strategies to motivate 

young people to pass on the message 

and create a strong multiplying effect. 

Also the International University Sport 

Federation (FISU) has been actively 

promoting sports without drugs, also 

on university sport level.

EUSA is currently not enforcing do-

ping tests at our events. In accordan-

ce with the national legislation of the 

host countries, however, doping con-

trols may be implemented by the Na-

tional Anti-Doping Agencies. If such 

doping tests are executed, the WADA 

rules and regulations are applicable to 

all athletes. Please remember that te-

sting can be conducted in-competiti-

on and out-of-competition. If you are 

identified in a Registered Testing Pool 

(RTP), you must provide current and 

accurate whereabouts information.

What can you do to be an excellent 

sportsman or sportswoman?

• Practise right and live healthy

• Get more information about 
consequences of Doping

• Play fair and be a good role 
model to younger athletes

• BE COMMITED TO SPORT 
WITHOUT DOPING

Doping? No, thanks!
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About Chess  
in Croatia

Croatia has a rich and long chess 

tradition, even our coat of arms 

is a chessboard! The Croatian 

Chess Federation is more than 

100 years old and there is also a 

chess magazine called “Sahovski 

Glasnik“ with a similar tradition. 

One of the best Chess Olympiads 

was organized in Dubrovnik in 

1950. In 1970, Zagreb hosted a 

very important tournament called 

‘the Tournament of Peace’ and 

the winner was the legendary 

Robert James Fischer. Almost 

every modern chess champion 

has visited Croatia: Kasparov, 

Karpov, Spassky Petrosian, just to 

name a few. In recent times we had 

had pretty good success, in 2006 

Grandmaster Zdenko Kozul became 

the European chess champion. Our 

natIonal team is among the top 20 in 

the world. At the last Olympiad our 

best player Ivan Saric won the game 

against no other than the World 

Champion himself - Magnus Carlsen! 

In Croatia, there are many Open 

tournaments, 

which are 

very attractive 

since they are 

a combination 

of sporting 

and touristic 

activities.
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Year Men Competition Place of the event

EUC 2015 Ural State Mining University RUS Yerevan (ARM)

Year Women Competition Place of the event

EUC 2015 Ural State Mining University RUS Yerevan (ARM)

About EUSA  
Chess

EUC – European 

Universities 

Championship
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Competition and 
training venue

Location

Student dormitory 
Stjepan Radic – Sava, 
Zagreb

Address
Jarunska 2,  
10 000 Zagreb

Use in 2016
Chess and Bridge – 
competition and training

Capacity 100 seats
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Rules and 
Regulations

Competition will be held following 

the EUSA document “Rules and 

Regulations for the European 

Universities Games 2016”.

The organization of the EUG chess 

Competition 
Commission 
Chess

Chair Mrs Ivana Ertlova, EUSA Executive Committee Member

Member Mr Oleksandr Sulypa, EUSA Technical Delegate Chess

Member Mr Alojzije Jankovic, OC Technical Delegate Chess

Member Mr Vid Brzica, OC Technical Delegate Assistant

shall be mainly based on the most 

recent chess Rapid & Blitz Technical 

Regulations of the World Chess 

Federation (FIDE) and European 

Chess Union (ECU). 
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REFEREE LIST

Participating 
Universities

MALE

Country University

Armenia
Armenian State Institute 
of Physical Culture

Croatia University of Zagreb

France
University Toulouse 
III - Paul Sabatier

Lithuania
Mykolas Romeris 
University

Portugal University of Porto

Russian 
Federation

Ural State Mining 
University

Serbia University of Belgrade

Slovenia University of Ljubljana

Turkey Yeditepe University

United 
Kingdom

University of Bristol

United 
Kingdom

University of Cambridge

United 
Kingdom

University of Manchester

FEMALE

Country University

Croatia
University J.J. 
Strossmayera of Osijek

Croatia University of Zagreb

Lithuania
Mykolas Romeris 
University

Russian 
Federation

Ural State Mining 
University

Serbia University of Belgrade

Slovenia University of Ljubljana

Turkey Mustafa Kemal University

Eduard Piacun

Mate Ivancic (IA), Chief Arbiter

Marko Bosiocic (NA)

Josip Bandur (FA)

Vid Brzica (NA)
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Awards

The HoD or authorized by him 

representative of team may protest 

on behalf of competitors or team. 

Each protest shall be accompanied 

by a deposit fifty (50) EUR. If the 

protest is upheld, the fee will be 

returned. The protests shall be 

submitted:

•  within twenty (20) minutes 

after the end of the match to 

the EUSA Technical Delegate 

for the match issues,

•  before the start of next competition 

day on published results to 

the EUSA Technical Delegate 

for the published issues,

•  during the competition to the 

EUG Competition Commission 

for technical issues,

•  during the competition to the 

SCAC for non-technical issues,

•  within seven (7) days after the 

EUG to the EUSA Executive 

Committee for the EUG issues.

Protests on referee decisions are 

not allowed, if it is not regulated 

differently in the ESF/ISF Regulations 

of the respective sport.  

The submission of the protest can 

be submitted also in the Resolution 

desk, at the EUG Headquarter.

Achievement
Competition 
category Title for winner

Cups 1st ,2nd ,3rd Team
European Universities 
Champion

Medals 1st ,2nd ,3rd

Team  
(athletes, officials) 
Individual (athletes)

European Universities 
Champion

Other 
awards

Blitz Athlete Winner

Protests
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Results

The results  

will be available on  

the official EUG2016 website 

(www.eug2016.com) and  

EUG2016 mobile application. You 

can download the App from the App 

Store for iPhone or from Google Play 

for Android. Results will be published 

at the campus Info desk as well.
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